Supply Chain Risk Exposure Evaluation Network

Organizations that don’t incorporate geographic risk into their procurement and supply chain management strategies leave their
supply chain vulnerable and exposed. Not understanding where the threats lie throughout your global operations increase the chances
of experiencing a disruption that could drastically affect your flow of goods and brand. In order to protect your organization, it’s
important to have complete visibility into country level threats and trends.Supply Chain Risk Exposure Evaluation Network (SCREEN),
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Evaluation Networksystem. SCREEN is the most complete, publically available Supply
is BSI’s web-based, comprehensive global
Chain Security, Corporate Social Responsibility, and Business Continuity intelligence and analysis resource used to measure country
level risk factors through BSI’s 25 proprietary country level supply chain risk ratings.
SCREEN’s unique, proprietary global supply chain risk data and analysis helps you identify and understand where your supply chain
risks exist. SCREEN generates real-time trade interruption updates, BSI-authored special reports on major disruption incidents and
trends, countermeasure programs, and risk mitigation best practices in order to help your organization protect your supply chain.
Our intelligence provides corporations with full transparency of country risks and helps them to make intelligent risk-based decisions
when sourcing materials and selecting suppliers. SCREEN’s intelligence is an essential resource to utilize when developing a risk
management program to identify security, corporate social responsibility and business continuity risks.

KEY FEATURES
Robust Intelligence Modules
SCREEN provides corporations with the
ability to purchase specific intelligence
modules in the areas of Supply Chain
Security, Business Continuity, Corporate
Social Responsibility and Food. These
separate modules allow users to select
the intelligence that best fits their risk
needs. All modules include spotlight
news, BSI’s unique country threat
ratings, robust supply chain risk data
and analysis, interactive risk maps,
qualitative reports and more.
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Interactive Risk Mapping
Each proprietary risk indicator is conveniently displayed for over 200 countries
through SCREEN’s global risk mapping views. For every indicator, a country is
assigned a rating of Low, Guarded, Elevated, High, or Severe. This rating system
allows users to quickly identify and categorize the threats to their supply chain
and address them quickly. When in the mapping view, users can select an
individual country and view related spotlight news updates, demographics,
risk data and analysis and country threat ratings.
BSI’s enhanced risk mapping feature also displays SCREEN alerts in the
associated country to quickly notify users global threats, is used as the
standard benchmark for many national government and corporate
programs to quickly determine appropriate policies and procedures to
implement for proper supply chain operations.
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Spotlight News
SCREEN’s Spotlight News provides data and analysis on the most pressing
global incidents on a daily basis. Each update encompasses a general summary
of the incident and BSI’s own analysis of the incident. The analysis provides the
risk rating of the associated country and the explanation of the rating to help
you better understand the country
level threats and trends. The
Spotlight News feed can also be
filtered to provide you with a more
focused view of your specific risk
concerns.
All of SCREEN’s incident updates,
reports, countermeasures and shared
best practices are tagged with
subject area identifiers. This allows
users to search keywords to easily
identify relevant information around
specific subject areas throughout the
entire SCREEN system.

Automated Notifications
Staying informed and in front of potentially damaging incidents is made
easier through SCREEN’s automated incident notifications. SCREEN provides
users the ability to stay current and up to date with breaking news and
changing conditions around the world that impact the integrity of their supply
chain. Users are able to subscribe to the notifications for specific locations and
subject areas that concern them the most. Based on the selections, emails are
automatically generated and sent to users directly from BSI’s intelligence
center containing new incident or country analysis, or special report updates.

Custom Country Report Builder
SCREEN’s country reports provide users with a complete picture of threats to
the supply chain in over 200 countries. BSI’s reports include exclusive,
proprietary information written by BSI’s Intelligence Team detailing incidents
and regulatory updates that may affect global supply chain operations.
These reports are generated through careful analysis and exclusive information
compiled by BSI’s global team of intelligence analysts and supply chain experts.
SCREEN’s custom country report builder provides users with more control over
the areas that are represented in the report. Users can easily pull and compare
reports for multiple countries, threat assessments and commodities tagged
throughout the SCREEN system instantly.

Supply Chain Services and Solutions
For more information visit our website at bsi-supplychain.com or contact us at supplychain@bsigroup.com
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